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Step by step guide for Sellers
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Conveyancing
made easy.
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Stage 6

Stage 7

Stage 8

Stage 1

We’re here to find solutions together, give you guidance and protect you.

Stage 3

Every situation is unique, whether you’re about to sell your home, an
investment property, you’re involved in a separation or just moving onto
the next best thing.

Stage 2

Working together
to find the right solutions
for you.

Stage 4
Stage 5
Stage 6
Stage 7
Stage 8

Stage 1

Why choose us?

Stage 2

With the right guidance and support, you can have confidence
that your conveyancing journey will be as seamless as possible.

Stage 3

Affordable
No up-front payment

We offer a fixed professional fee
which includes the most typical
and crucial parts to a conveyance.
Have the disclosure you need,
and see it all up front in our client
services agreement and
disclosure notice.

Getting the right help is
important. That’s why we take
your conveyancing matter on
without having to pay anything up
front. We simply sort it all out at
settlement.

Stage 4

Fixed Fees

Stage 5

Available
Special tools

Choosing the right firm is important. It allows you to make the
right choices and get the right
advice from a team who can take
you on the right journey.

We’ve designed most of the
tools you need to explore so you
can educate yourself and stay
informed. You can access them at
any time, whenever you need.

Stage 6

Dedicated

Tailored
Online & Central

Being in control is important.
That’s why you can have the
confidence that we are available
to meet your needs, whether by
email, phone or at the office.

We keep it simple, whether you
need to visit us or you’re confident with online processes. We
like to work together so your
needs can be met.

Stage 7

Why not check out our range of free online resources?
Simply visit: rhcsolicitors.com.au/conveyancing

Convenient

Stage 8

It’s about making your dreams a reality and meeting your expectations.
Our dedicated team work with you and are here to guide you through
the conveyancing process and onto your next adventure.

Stage 1

We’re with you every step of
the way, exceeding targets.

Stage 2

We provide the right guidance by:

Providing the rights tools and
information for you

Giving you access to a firm with
over 30 years practice

At one of our offices

Online

One our friendly team members will contact you about your appointment or contract
and discuss your needs so that we can tailor your experience and meet your goals.

Stage 7

What happens when I book an appointment or send my contract?

Stage 6

To instantly send your contract:
conveyancing@rhcsolicitors.com.au

Stage 5

Being available throughout your
life for all your legal needs

Over the phone

Stage 4

Giving clear advice in a way that
you understand

Discuss your circumstances
whenever you need.

Stage 3

Obtaining a clear overview of your
individual circumstances

We will also discuss your options and provide initial documents to you (this will enable
us to help you further). Once you’re ready, you will need to return the documents.

Stage 8

Stage 1

•

•
•

At this stage, you should receive an offer (or several)

•

Once your purchase price is
agreed with the Buyer, you will
both sign where required and
exchange the contract

•

Advising you of important
dates

•

Handling all legal paperwork

•

Liaising with the outgoing
lender and the other side

•

Preparing for settlement

•

Make sure you give the keys
to your agent for the Buyer to
collect when ready

•

We will advise when
settlement is complete

6 Facilitate inspections

Once you have a price, your
agent will help organise the
photography and get your
property listed on the market
Engage us

•

It’s important to choose a
reputable brand, so that you
know you’re protected in the
long run

•

Funds will be paid to you

•

If you’re ready to sign your
contract, be sure to send it
through so we can act quickly

•

Relax and enjoy your next
adventure

•

If you need a contract review,
let us know so we can protect
you legally

•

If you want us to draft your
contract, get in touch for more
details

•

At this time, it’s important that
you facilitate inspections for a
speedy conveyance

Stage 8

Once we’re engaged, we’ll
send your some initial documents, which you will need to
complete and return. For your
convenience, you can do this
electronically or attend our
office at any time

Contract

The Buyer will most likely
arrange a building and pest
inspection to ensure your
property is in a good condition

Stage 7

2

4

•

Stage 6

Settlement

Make sure you are satisfied
with the offer you accept

Your agent will help you work
out a price based on the property market, and condition of
your property

•
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Stage 5

•

It’s important to find an agent
with a good commission rate,
who understands your goals
and needs

Exchange contracts

Conveyancing

Stage 4

•

3 Review offers

5

7

Stage 3

1 Find an agent

Stage 2

The selling journey
takes time.

Stage 3
Review offers

Stage 3

Stage 4
Contract

Stage 4

Stage 5
Exchange contracts

Stage 5

Stage 6
Facilitate inspections

Stage 6

Stage 7
Conveyancing

Stage 7

Stage 8
Settlement

Stage 8

Always ready and able to
help you and your family.

Stage 2
Engage us

Stage 2

Whatever stage you are at
with your selling journey,
we are here.

Stage 1

Which stage
are you at?

Stage 1
Find an agent

Stage 2
Stage 3

It’s important to find the right
agent who understands your
goals and needs.

Stage 1

Stage 1
Finding an
agent

Stage 4

Step 1: Your needs

Stage 5

Step 2: Commission

Step 3: Location

Stage 6

Step 4: Valuation or appraisal

Stage 7

Step 5: Photography and listing

Tips for selling your property

Stage 8

Stage 1

Step 4: Valuation and appraisal

5

Step 5: Photography and listing
This is about making your property bright,
big and inviting. Professional photographers,
if you choose one, know the areas that will
look the best, and what angles will best
capture the most desirable attributes. Once
completed, your agent will give you several
advertising options, to maximise foot traffic
and get you the right offer.

Stage 5

Most agents will provide you with a market
appraisal, which is a less formal estimate
of the value of the property. On the other
hand, a formal valuation can only be undertaken by a qualifier valuer who has undertaken the right education and training.
Either way you go, your goal is to get the
right price, but to also remain realistic.

3

Location is not just about where the property
physically is, but also accessibility of the agent.
On the one part, you will need to compare
up-to-date listings, and on the other, you will
need to assess how the agent is performing
and how close they are to you so that you can
access and meet with them whenever you
need, and rely on their local knowledge.

Stage 4
Stage 6

4

2

Real estate agents’ fees change drastically
depending on your State, whether you’re
selling in a regional area or metropolitan
region, who you use and even the purchase
price of the home. That’s why it’s so important
to compare agents and ask as many
questions as possible.

Stage 3

It is vital at this stage to sit back and work
out what your needs are. This involves
determining when you are looking to sell,
and the reason for selling. This can include
having already bought another property or
intending to do so, for personal or financial
reasons or otherwise.

Stage 2

1

Step 3: Location

Step 2: Commission

Step 1: Your needs

Stage 7

Our Tip
Navigate to our agent’s commission calculator
as there’s a handy tool to compare agents:
rhcsolicitors.com.au/conveyancing

Stage 8

The planning stages are crucial to your journey. It enables you
take the necessary steps to compare agents and be prepared
for offers, so that your goals remain realistic.

Stage 1
Stage 2

Tips for
selling your property
It is true that humans develop an emotional connection to their home, and it is completely normal.

According to Luke Van Wijk, selling is more difficult then you think and getting the right
agent can make all the difference.

Being in the market to sell, however, means that it’s more crucial then ever to avoid
letting feelings get in the way of a much needed sale.

An agent will provide you with a fresh pair of eyes to identify problems that could make
or break a good deal. They also go the extra mile and give you the right information
and guidance to secure a good price without pandering to you. Doing this at the wrong
stage could mean you’ve jeopardised the opinion of interested Buyer’s. Worst yet, you
may have just wasted time and disappointed yourself.

For most Australians, having a home is not about having an asset creating wealth. It’s
about the ‘big Australian dream’ of homeownership; a place to live, build a family and
have security.
Despite this strong emotional connection, sales agent, Luke Van Wijk, says:

We need to remember that we create, celebrate and accomplish some incredible
milestones in a home. It could be having your first child grow up in the home or
your last memories of a loved one.

You might be thinking to yourself that you would never accept less than market, but
don’t fool yourself. You’ll end up considering it quite seriously if your property has been
sitting for long enough. If not, you’ll just end up finding yourself in a world of hurt and
Buyer’s may end up avoiding your lsiting.
Of course, it’s not all doom and gloom and you can consider setting a good marketing
budget, which will give you the right exposure. Skimping on this means you won’t have
the level of exposure you need to secure the right interest and get the right price.
Paying a couple of thousand of dollars is certainly better than losing potentially tens of
thousands of dollars on the sale price.

Stage 6

We hear of people buying emotionally whereas what also occurs equally as often,
although is not as commonly spoken about, is emotional selling. The importance
of selecting a real estate agent is that you can connect with them, and they have
your best interest as a priority. When it comes time they are also there to ensure
that your emotional wellbeing is attended to while making sure that the transaction
is efficient to help you achieve your sale.

Whatever your financial goals, whether you have set your emotional attachment aside or
not, it’s so important to be realistic. If you’re not, no doubt your property will sit on the
market, and a smart Buyer will use the stale listing to offer significantly less than market.

Stage 5

“There’s a million different reasons as to why people sell their home, some times
happy and sometimes sad. It is important to ensure that throughout the process
you keep your personal feelings in check, by not allowing them to take over and
hinder the potential of selling quickly and/or for a premium price.

Good agents can give you access to the right online search engines, help you understand the market, your target demographic and the right way to list your home.

Stage 4

What not to do when selling
Stage 3

Keeping your emotions in check

The most important thing to remember is that a house is a tangible structure,
however, a home is a feeling you can take with you.”

Stage 7

• Stage your home properly
• Stand in the Buyer’s shoes
• Think about the reason you are selling

• Remember the positives of moving
• Talk to someone you trust

Stage 8

Our Tip
• Perceive your home as a product
• Let go emotionally by detaching
• Consider a valuation and be realistic

Stage 2
Stage 3

We offer simple and affordable
conveyancing services so you
can be confident you have the
right team on your side.

Stage 1

Stage 2
Engage us

Stage 4

Costs and inclusions

Stage 5
Stage 6
Stage 7
Stage 8

Our Tip
Begin your journey now with our trusted team at
rhcsolicitors.com.au/conveyancing-engagement

Stage 1
Stage 2

Professional Services &
Searches Package
Fixed Fee
Get Your Free Quote Now

Our Tip
Here are some ways to keep fees as low
as possible:

What’s included?

Booking and conducting settlement

No requirement to attend our office

Paper or electronic settlement

Preparation of e-conveyancing
workspace if applicable

Reviewing settlement figures and
requesting cheque directions

Critical date reminders

Liaising with outgoing mortgagee

Witnessing your execution of the
transfer documents

Included Essentials
(if required based on your needs)

Internal Verification of Identity (VOI)
or digital Verification of Identity (VOI)

3 Title Search if required
3 PEXA (Digital Settlement) if required or
paper settlement
3 Digital Verification of Identity

Liaising with the other side

Stage 6

Unlimited communication with us

• Permit outgoing banks to talk to us
• Respond when a critical date is due
• Try not to extend critical dates
• Follow our advice and have confidence
• Complete documents electronically
• Don’t bring settlement forward
• Give proper and adequate instruction

Stage 5

Necessary banking

Stage 4

Unlimited extensions

Stage 3

Our price is based on what most Sellers
need during the conveyancing process.

Stage 7
Stage 8

Price includes any component of goods and services tax. Price indicated relates to sale of residential property including house, vacant land, unit, townhouse,
duplex and off-the-plan contracts with a purchase price of up to $5 million. For more information, contact our office. Optional Searches outside the included essential
searches are charged seperately and are in addition. Lodgement and transfer fees, government revenue and/or duty and/or tax charges, transaction specific bank
fees, postage or courier fees, travel fees, external verification of identity, and/or electronic signatures are third party costs that you will be responsible for. We will set
out applicable charges and/or fees, which may apply (where, or if, applicable and relevant to you) in our disclosure notice at the time of entering a retainer with us.
Unless formally retained by way of a client services agreement and disclosure notice, we shall not be bound to provide any service to any person or entity.

Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5

The art of negotiation

Stage 2

Selling your home is overwhelming.
There is so much to think about.
That’s precisely why you need to be
clear and realistic about what the
price and your needs.

Stage 1

Stage 3
Review offers

Stage 6
Stage 7
Stage 8

Stage 2

for the art of negotiation

Stage 1

Be prepared

Good agents and informed Sellers know that when a Buyer makes an offer they are initiating an
elegant dance, ultimately to reach a deal that suits them.

Stage 3

In a lot of cases, Sellers don’t realise that some agents aren’t challenging a Buyer at the time they
make their offer. This is not withstanding their duty to provide to you any offer made or that in a lot
of cases, Buyers simply don’t care what the agent thinks.
As the Seller, this is your time to show you understand the process and have done research on the
value of your property. Not only will you be doing this with the agent, but also through the agent
and indirectly with the Buyer.

Stage 4

Most Buyers will start off inspecting a home, and will have the mindset of ‘what’s the lowest price’.
That’s exactly why, when that first offer comes in, you should consider being direct with your agent
and telling them all offers must be in writing before being considered.
Only reviewing offers in writing means you can have the confidence of knowing the Buyer is serious. It also give you insight into what stage you’re at in the art of negotiation. The reality is, without conducting research or having an agent, you may get a bad deal or negotiation will simply fail.

Stage 5

Understanding limits is also important, as pushing a Buyer too far can cause them to enter what’s
called the ‘Buyer’s remorse phase’. This is basically when a Buyer’s perception changes from wanting your home to thinking they can’t afford it. In addition, one must bear in mind that the Buyer
will have a limit based on their borrowing power. Finding that limit, however, is not always easy.
Consider creating some steps before involving yourself in the art of negotiation:

Ground rules: consider if the offer is meaningful, what is in the Buyer’s mind, ensure everything is
put in writing and your agent understands your needs and goals

Bargain and problem solve: this paradigm is about showing your flexibility and softer behaviour
or the ‘give and take’ principle (for example, although the property may be worth $385,000, you
tell the Buyer you will consider $380,000 if they allow an earlier settlement)

Stage 8

Closure and implementation: this is about formalising the agreement and developing procedures for implementation, including engaging us to help finalise the contract for execution

Stage 7

Clarify and justify: consider explaining why you would reject an offer and justifying it with logical
reasoning (for example, you may consider that each home near yours has sold for around $385,000
within 4 months of listing and none of those homes have the features offered by your property)

Stage 6

Prepare and plan: know the value of your home and work out if the offer fits in that plan

Stage 1
Stage 2

Stage 4
Contract
If you haven’t already signed a
contract, you need to turn your
mind to the devil in the detail.

Stage 3

Contract considerations

Stage 4
Stage 5
Stage 6
Stage 7
Stage 8

Our Tip
Begin your journey with our trusted team at
rhcsolicitors.com.au/conveyancing-engagement

Stage 4
Stage 5

The cooling-off period
Land contamination
Tenancies
The deposit
Body Corporate requirements
Heritage listings
Dividing tree or fence issues
Encumbrances on title
Matters affecting the property
GST withholding requirements
Electronic signing
Environmental protection
Finance
Building and pest inspections
Due diligence enquiries
Insurance and risk
Disclosure requirements
So, so, so many more things

Stage 3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stage 2

This list is not exhaustive, but we will help make it as simple as possible:

Stage 1

There are so many things to consider
when it comes to preparing the contract.

When you engage us, we will provide a complimentary booklet to help
you understand everything you need to know.

Stage 6
Stage 7

Protection for you
Stage 8

Sometimes it is all too easy to invest your trust in the agent but it’s important to
remember they don’t always have the legal training to give you the portection you
need. That is precisely why it is so important to get us to overlook your contract. It will
enable us to give you the right advice.

Stage 3
Stage 4

If they’ve made the right offer
and you are ready to proceed,
the contract will be signed and
the contract exchanged.

Stage 2

Once you’re ready and you are
happy with the contract, it is
time to present it to the Buyer
or their representative.

Stage 1

Stage 5
Exchanging contracts

Stage 5
Stage 6
Stage 7
Stage 8

Your conveyancing journey is about to begin.

Stage 3
Stage 4

At this time, it’s important that
you facilitate inspections for a
speedy conveyance.

Stage 2

The Buyer will most likely arrange
a building and pest inspection or
due diligence enquiries to ensure
your property is in good repair.

Stage 1

Stage 6
Facilitate inspections

Stage 5
Stage 6
Stage 7
Stage 8

Patience is a virtue...

Stage 4
Stage 5

Step 2: Initial documents

Stage 3

Step 1: Send or finalise the contract

Stage 2

We’re here to help ensure the
conveyancing process is as
smooth as possible.

Stage 1

Stage 7
Conveyancing

Step 3: Title search

Stage 6

Step 4: Critical dates

Step 5: Unconditional

Stage 7

Step 6: Settlement figures

Initial documents

Stage 8

Stage 1

2

4

6

Step 2: Initial documents

During the process, it is so important that
you keep a diary of all the important dates
and contact us before, or when, they are due.
This will save you money and time for us.

Prior to settlement, we will send you some
really important information regarding the
estimated settlement figures. This will set
out all the costs involved, the cheque directions and other important information. You
will need to verify these details and make
sure you are happy with them.

Stage 8

The sale of land is governed by the laws and practices of the jurisdiction in which the land is located. It is a legal requirement in
all jurisdictions that contracts for the sale of land be in writing.

Stage 7

In law, conveyancing is the transfer of the legal title of a property from one person (or entity) to another person (or entity), or the
granting of an encumbrance such as a mortgage or a lien. A typical conveyancing transaction has two major phases: the exchange of contracts and completion.

Stage 6

Q&A

Step 4: Critical dates

Step 6: Settlement figures
Stage 5

The first thing we will do is send you a list of
initial documents. You can complete these
documents electronically or by attending
our office. At this stage, you will need to
return the documents as soon as you can.

Once all the critical dates are satisfied by
you, your contract will become unconditional. This means you will have no way out of
the contract. You will have to ensure you are
ready, willing and able to settle. If you don’t,
you could be sued or subject to an order
compelling you to perform the contract.

Stage 4

5

Make sure you send us a copy of the
contract, so that we can begin the process.

Depending on your response to the initial
documents, we will carry out a title or plan
search. This will set out some really
important information to ensure your
contract is correct.

Stage 3

3

Step 1: Send the contract

Step 5: Unconditional

Stage 2

1

Step 3: Title search

Stage 1

Initial documents
Initial letter setting out important information

Client Services Agreement incorporating Disclosure Notice

Stage 2

Questionnaire so we can understand your needs

E-conveyancing approval form

Checklist for your reference

Stage 3

Verification of Identity (VOI) requirements

Booklet so that you can understand what’s involved

Stage 4
Stage 5
Stage 6
Stage 7
Stage 8

Stage 1
Stage 2

Stage 8
Settlement
Be excited! This is the final step in
the conveyancing process and where
everything happens.

Stage 3

Step 1: Prepare

Stage 4

Step 2: Final inspection

Stage 6

Step 4: After settlement

Stage 5

Step 3: Settlement itself

Step 5: Getting your funds

Stage 7
Stage 8

Stage 1

Well anyway, let us say
“congratulations”

Stage 2

By now, it is more important than ever that
you remove your personal items from the
property, leave goods being sold (e.g. dishwasher), remove rubbish and check that the
property is still in the same condition when
you sold it. When this is completed, ensure
you hand all keys over to the agent.

Step 4: After settlement
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Step 5: Getting your funds
Depending on your requirements, we will
direct funds to your nominated bank account,
or alternatively deliver a cheque to your
nominated address. For e-conveyancing
matters, you will generally receive your funds
within 48 hours of settlement.

Stage 6

We will generally contact the agent to advise
settlement is complete and authorise them to
release the keys to the Buyer. We will also
advise you of completion. Within one week,
we will send you a final letter with all the
details of settlement.

3

You don’t need to be there. This is where the
Seller’s solicitor will hand over the transfer
paperwork and we will hand over your money.
The parties may also exchange other important documents. If you have an outgoing lender, they may require their funds to discharge
their mortgage.

Stage 5

4

By now, the Buyer will have organised a final
inspection of the property. It’s your role to
liaise with your agent to facilitate that final
inspection. The Buyer will basically look to
ensure the matters in step one are attended
to and there is no issue with the property.

Stage 4

2

Step 3: Settlement itself

Step 2: Final inspection

Stage 3

1

Step 1: Prepare

Stage 7
Stage 8

Our Tip
Even though settlement may be booked at a particular time, the parties can settle at any time
prior to close of business. Don’t be concerned if you don’t hear from us at the designated time,
as settlement could have been delayed for any number of reasons. We will always contact you
as soon as settlement is completed or if we encounter any issues.

We’re always here
for you and your family
Discuss your circumstances
whenever you need.
Call us on (07) 3209 7000
8:30am to 5:00pm (AEST), Mon to Fri
At one of our offices
rhcsolicitors.com.au/contact
For more information visit
rhcsolicitors.com.au/conveyancing
Learn more about our other services
rhcsolicitors.com.au/services

Disclaimer
This publication is copyrighted and is not intended to be comprehensive, nor does it constitute legal advice.
We are unable to ensure the information is current and there is no guarantee in relation to accuracy. You
should seek professional advice before acting or relying on any of the content of this publication.

